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Morphometrics and phylogenetics: Principal components of shape from cranial
modules are neither appropriate nor effective cladistic characters
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Introduction

Recently, González-José et al. (2008) proposed that phylogeny
estimation using principal components (PCs) from shape analyses
of cranial ‘modules’ (modular cladistic approach: MCL) is an
advance that could provide a benchmark for future studies of
evolutionary relationships. Unfortunately, MCL ignores serious
practical and theoretical issues concerning the use of PCs as char-
acters in cladistic analyses, and there is no evidence that the
method is an improvement over alternative methods. Here we
address three interrelated issues with the proposed approach. First,
we show why rank-order scores along PC axes do not provide
appropriate characters for the phylogenetic analyses used, question
the rationale behind selecting a subset of PCs from each module,
and consider why the use of maximum likelihood does not over-
come these issues. Second, we evaluate the findings against those
from methods that are not expressly cladistic, grouping by overall
rather than shared derived similarity. Third, we consider the effects
of subdivision into modules. Our reanalyses show that despite the
fact that they take no account of synapomorphy, topologies of

unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA;
Rohlf and Sokal, 1981) phenograms from the whole skull and the
modules differ no more from the published maximum parsimony
(MP) and maximum likelihood (ML) cladograms than these differ
from each other. Likewise, the vast majority of analyses of arbitrary
subsets of landmarks (i.e., not based on a priori biological knowl-
edge) from whole skulls and from arbitrary subdivisions of the
landmarks from the whole into four modules support a cluster
including all representatives of Homo, the ‘‘most remarkable result’’
of MCL (González-José et al., 2008: 776). This arises because there is
such a strong pattern of overall similarity that even approaches
such as UPGMA of arbitrary ‘modules’ yield the same result.
Therefore, the MCL approach has not been shown to be phyloge-
netically more informative than groupings based on overall simi-
larity using arbitrary modules.

Rank-order scores along principal component axes do not
provide appropriate characters for phylogenetic analysis

Geometric morphometric shape variables provide quantifica-
tion of biological form that conserves the geometry of the landmark
configuration. As such, it is natural to consider whether such
variables can be used to estimate phylogenetic trees (Macleod and
Forey, 2002). However, there are important methodological reasons
to be cautious when using such variables for phylogenetic infer-
ence. The primary analytical problem is how to use cladistic linear
parsimony (whose input is typically a set of variables represented
by discrete character states) to examine the phylogenetic signal
present in continuous, multivariate shape data. González-José et al.
(2008) proposed reducing the shape data for anatomical regions to
a set of variables based on the principal component axes that
spanned at least 75% of the variation in shape space within each
region. Subsequently, rank-ordered scores on each principal
component axis for each species were used to generate a set of
ordered character states for use in a cladistic parsimony analysis (as
described in Goloboff et al., 2006). Unfortunately, like previous
attempts at forcing multivariate shape variables into a form
compatible with cladistic software (Fink and Zelditch, 1995;
Zelditch et al., 1995), this method distorts the information
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present in such variables and this severely limits useful biological
conclusions that can be made.

Using geometric morphometric methods, the shape of each
species is represented by a point in the multivariate shape space
based on the generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA) aligned
coordinates or partial warp scores (Rohlf, 1999). Shape differ-
ences are described by the Euclidean distance between species in
tangent space. Principal components analysis simply rotates this
space; therefore, distances are preserved and no information is
lost if all principal component scores are used. However, separate
rank-ordering of objects along the individual axes does not
preserve the distances among objects and character states
generated from individual axes will change in complex ways if
the axes are rotated differently (Adams and Rosenberg, 1998;
Rohlf, 1998; Monteiro, 2000). In fact, any possible set of rank-
orderings for the species can be found through some arbitrary
rotation of the multivariate space (Bookstein, 1994; Naylor, 1996),
which would result in a different set of ordered character states
for each taxon.

When estimating phylogenies, any method relying on charac-
ters derived from individual axes of shape space is susceptible to
arbitrary character state changes resulting from data rotations. This
is the case for linear parsimony methods (including MCL), as these
are based on Manhattan distances (Sneath and Sokal, 1973). This
point is crucial, since different rotations will be obtained from
principal component scores when another specimen is added to or
deleted from the study (although the shape differences among
existing species remain constant). While parsimony can yield
different trees when additional Operational Taxonomic Units
(OTUs) are incorporated, the data matrix for existing taxa should
remain the same. Here it does not. In fact, even for the same set of
taxa, the ordered character states generated from the GPA aligned
coordinates, the partial warp scores, or the principal components
will differ from one another, resulting in different phylogenetic
estimates. Because all of these data sets contain identical shape
information, the differences are due solely to the arbitrary proce-
dure of generating character states for cladistic parsimony. The
reason for this is clear: MCL requires rank-ordered characters that
approximate the observed shape differences, yet these values
change when the shape space is rotated. Further, while distances
remain the same, changes in the rank-order along one PC axis are
not compensated for by changes in another axis. Including more PC
axes does not solve this problem. Consequently, the set of character

states found through this procedure is inconsistent with the
mathematical properties of shape space. Thus, using this approach,
different phylogenetic estimates will be obtained from the same
shape data.

An example is seen in Figure 1. Here, the rank-order of five
species is seen along their two principal component axes of shape
(the objects are triangles). When a sixth species is added, the order
of the original specimens along all axes is altered. Thus, the MCL
approach generates different sets of characters for cladistic parsi-
mony from the same data set. Indeed, as acknowledged by the
authors of earlier studies using partial warps (PWs) as cladistic
characters: ‘‘PCA provides a coordinate system for shape analysis,
and may be useful for finding characters, but individual PCs
(like individual PWs) cannot be viewed as characters in their own
right’’ (Zelditch et al., 2004).

Importantly, use of maximum likelihood (the alternative
method used by González-José et al. [2008] and in other recent
studies such as Cannon and Manos [2001], Polly [2003, 2008],
Caumul and Polly [2005], and Cardini and Elton [2008]) does not
overcome issues with using PCs of shape as characters for phylo-
genetic inference, because the use of maximum likelihood, such as
implemented in the CONTML software, assumes that the characters
evolve independently with equal variances following a Brownian
motion model of evolutionary change. This assumption is not met
because the PCs used were based on the wrong covariance matrix
and weighting. The PCs have to be computed using a covariance
matrix corresponding to what Martins and Garland (1991) call
‘input correlations’dcorrelations of the change at each internal
node of a phylogenetic tree rather than the among-species
covariance matrix that depends on the choice of species included
in a study. This is the matrix that Polly (2004; matrix P) used to
create simulations, rather than an among species covariance matrix
that one could have at the end of a simulation. The ‘input correla-
tions’ matrix can also be estimated using the phylogenetic
comparative method (see equation 3 of Rohlf [2006]), but that
requires a strongly supported phylogeny, such as a molecular tree
(Felsenstein, 2002).

A final point is that in the MCL analyses it is possible that if all
PCs are used rather than those representing a certain proportion of
total variance (e.g., 0.75 as in González-José et al. [2008]), the
results could be different. While higher PCs often represent very
small proportions of the total variance, they are arguably of rele-
vance to phylogenetics and so should be included.

Fig. 1. (a) Five hypothetical species (analysis of triangles) as visualized along their two principal component axes. (b) The same data with a sixth species included. Notice that the
rank-order of the original species along both axes is altered when another taxon is added. Thus, different estimates of character states (and therefore phylogeny) would be obtained
from a cladistic parsimony analysis.
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MCL trees arise from a strong pattern of superficial similarity

Beyond the theoretical considerations above, here we demon-
strate the lack of evidence of efficacy of MCL through reanalyses of
the data in González-José et al. (2008: their supplementary mate-
rial). A UPGMA phenogram (Rohlf and Sokal, 1981; Rohlf, 2008)
based on the whole set of landmarks, which ignores the concepts of
‘character’ and ‘character polarity’ and instead is based on shape
distances between OTUs, shows groupings which are very similar
to the clades apparent in the MP and ML trees (González-José et al.,
2008). Further, quantitative comparisons of tree topologies (Page,
1993) fail to show any consistently greater differences between
the phenogram based on Procrustes shape distances from the
whole cranium and MCL trees, than those that are found between
MCL trees. Very similar results arise from the UPGMA phenogram
using Euclidean distances from combined module PCAs (see below;
Table 1). This indicates that a purely phenetic clustering method (de
Queiroz and Good, 1997) achieves exactly the same result as the
new and purportedly promising MCL approach. This raises serious
doubts about judging effectiveness of MCL in recovering the
phylogenetic signal based on the observation that the ‘‘tree
recovered the monophyletic status of Homo as well as some of the
most undisputed internal relationships’’ (González-José et al.,
2008: 777). MCL, cluster analysis, and previous studies show
a good degree of agreement since they all reflect the same strong
pattern of superficial similarity. This may be due to phylogeny or to
other causes, but we cannot distinguish these possibilities from
these data alone.

Modules are elusive and arbitrarily defined modules perform
as well as those of González-José et al. (2008)

The MCL method is based on the identification of relatively
independent modules. However, evolutionary covariation among
face, cranial base, and vault (the independent modules postulated
by González-José et al. [2008]) has been shown to be much stronger
than previously expected by developmental modular organization
(Bookstein et al., 2003; Lieberman et al., 2008; Mitteroecker and
Bookstein, 2008; Perez and Monteiro, 2008). This is likely
because of the elusive nature of evolutionary modules in relation to
developmental integration (Monteiro et al., 2005; Mitteroecker and
Bookstein, 2008; Zelditch et al., 2008) and the widespread effects of
localized mutations causing integration among modules
(Hallgrimsson et al., 2007). The division of cranial shape as
proposed by González-José et al. (2008) does not reflect evolu-
tionarily independent modules, nor does it generate independent
characters for cladistic analysis.

To show that the proposed division of landmarks into cranial
modules has little value for estimating phylogenies, we examined

the effects of analyzing randomly defined modules (subsets of
landmarks). Two analyses were carried out. First, we randomly
selected 13 (of 43) landmarks to represent a ‘module’ (the mean
number of landmarks across modules in González-José et al.
[2008]). This was used to generate a matrix of Procrustes shape
distances and a UPGMA phenogram was computed. The process
was repeated 10,000 times. We found that Homo species group
together to the exclusion of all other taxa in 82.91% of such
phenograms (Fig. 2). Second, we divided the cranium into four
arbitrary modules (each with approximately equal numbers of
landmarks), computed PCs from shape coordinates of each of the
four arbitrary modules, and built a UPGMA phenogram from the
Euclidean distances combining all four PCAs. As in the previous
randomization experiment, the process was repeated 10,000 times
with the finding that some 99.64% of these resulted in an exclu-
sively Homo containing cluster (results not shown). These findings
indicate that because the skull is a very integrated structure, the
proposed division into modules has no specific effect relative to
using the entire skull or randomly generated modules.

Conclusion

While theoretical considerations alone raise severe objections to
the modular cladistic approach proposed by González-José et al.
(2008), our reanalyses of their data confirm the lack of efficacy of
the MCL approach. Our conclusion is that results based on the new
method approximately agree with results from alternative
approaches, and to some degree with previous phylogenetic
hypotheses because of a strong pattern of superficial similarity.
Indeed, the geometric morphometric analyses presented here give
a statistically stable result of some interest in that the genus Homo
as defined by this sample is morphologically distinct within the
hominids. This said, the considerations and analyses presented
here lead to the conclusion that the ability of the new method
(MCL) to recover phylogenetic information is unproven. While the

Table 1
Measures of tree dissimilaritya

MP ML UPGMAM UPGMAW

MP – 4 5 3
ML 10 – 5 4
UPGMAM 10 12 – 4
UPGMAW 12 14 12 –

a Partition measures and the number of leaves to prune in order to get the
greatest agreement among subtrees were computed using unrooted trees (Page,
1993) and are shown, respectively, below and above the main diagonal. Proba-
bility that observed distances are more similar than expected by chance is always
< 0.001 when estimated by measuring distances of pairs of trees randomly selected
from the set of all possible binary trees (Page, 1993). MP¼maximum parsimony,
ML¼maximum likelihood, UPGMAM¼UPGMA from modules, UPGMAW¼UPGMA
from the whole cranium.

Fig. 2. Majority rule consensus tree of UPGMA phenograms from 10,000 random
‘modules’ comprising 13 landmarks. 82.91% percent of trees show a Homo cluster.
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trees produced are appealing, it should be recognized that the
superiority of one method over another is not demonstrated using
the present data set because the signal is so strong that even
UPGMA produces similar trees.

The absence of evidence of efficacy and the severe methodo-
logical and theoretical issues surrounding the use of shape vari-
ables as cladistic characters should strongly caution researchers
against the acceptance of the MCL approach.
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